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Abstract: The design of a I-input and a ?-input 
4-valued logic gate is described. These gatcs can 
be used to implement cells of a gate array, with 
the benefit of having prograrnriiabk functionality 
and multiple-valued logic input and output lincs. 
Programmable fimctionality allows any or the 
four billion functions of a '-input 4-valued logic 
gate to be implemented by thc samc cell, and 
multiplc-valucd hgic signal lines can reduce the 
area needed to be reserved for interccll routing. A 
key component of these cells is the resonant 
tunnelling diode, an ultrafast and small quantum 
electronic device that can be used in conjunction 
with HBTs to make compact litcral circuits 
and decoders. So far as non-gate-array 
implementations are concerned, cornpactncss can 
be improved further by a simple algorithm, also 
presented by the authors, to discard reduiidancies 
in the gatc structure. 

1 Introduction 

In designing high-speed VLSI circuits, compactness has 
to be a major objective. A condenscd circuit layout 
guarantees the minimisation of circuit delay as well 
as power dissipation as a direct conscqucnce of 
rcduced interconnect lengths. Long interconnects cause 
unwaiited capacitanl:es, excess power consumption and, 
in high-speed circuits, transmission line effects [ I ] .  
Weeding out excess interconnects can thus be regarded 
as thc panacea for l-igh-speed VLSI problems. 

Multiple-valued logic (MVL) has been projected [2] 
as a powerful means of reducing the number of 
interconnects in a circuit by improving the signal 
cncoding efficiency of each interconnect. Indeed, 
multiple-valued radix-,. signal encoding enables a single 
line to carry logr I" times the information conveyed by a 
binary connection. However, MVL circuits arc difficult 
to design. Thc number of different combinations that 
are possible for an wa lued  n-input gate is r r " ~  This 
means that there can be 441 = 256 different types of 
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I-input gates in a 4-valued system, and 44' 
4 294 967 296 different 2-input gates in a 4-valued 
system. It is obviously impassible for a circuit designer 
to design so many different standard cells or gate 
arrays for a CAD library. An automatic generation or 
synthesis technique is needed. 

Automatic synthesis of MVL circuits has received 
much attention in recent years. MVL circuits designed 
with CCD; CMOS, bipolar, or resonant tunnelling 
diodcs (RTD) have been reported. However, these 
designs either require a large number of transistors to 
implement [3] ,  or they require non-optimal heuristics 
for function decomposition [4, 51 or they violate the 
technological constraint for device integration (RTD 
and CMOS cannot be integrated together 141). Further- 
more, none of the MVL circuits reported can be used 
effectivcly for gate array iinlplementations. 

Gate arrays are a popular choice for low-to-medium 
volume IC manufacturiiig. The placements of different 
functional blocks and transistors of a gate array are 
fixed but routings are not done. These unrouted gate 
arrays can be fabricated in large quantities and the 
stockpile shared between different designs. To person- 
alise these generic gate arrays, the designer needs only 
to make the mask for the final single metal layer or 
double metal layer with contacts and vias; this process 
is called mask-programming and can be done quickly. 
Lower prices (because of inass production) and faster 
turn around time (because only one or two masks are 
needed) make gate arrays an attractive IC manufactur- 
ing method. 

This paper introduces the design of coinpact one- 
and two-input multiple-valued logic gates which can be 
mask programmed or be synthesised following simple 
rules. Thc mask programmable design is ideal for use 
iii gate arrays not only because its MVL input and out- 
put lines require less spacc to route than its binary 
counterparts, but also because even the functionality of 
these gates can be changed at the last mask levels. The 
syiithesisable design is an alternate version of the same 
gate for non-gate-array implementations. Both designs 
can be implemented with less transistors than other 
reported methods because of the use of RTDs. 

2 Resonant tunnelling diodes and NDR-SPICE 

Resonant tunnelling diodes are quantum electronic 
devices first proposed by l'su and Esaki [6] in 1973. 
They can now be readily fabricated using molecular 
beam epitaxial (MBE) or chemical beam epitaxial 
(CBE) technologies in few dozen research institutions 
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[7]. RTDs have a foldcd (sawtooth) I-V characteristic 
(Fig. I ) .  At ccrtaiii applied voltages, thcse diodes 
cxhibit negative differential resistivity (NDR). This 
NDR characteristics are extremely valuable for design- 
ing MVL circuits. MVL multiplexers [8], memories [9]. 
and adders [ I O ]  have been hrcadboarded with RTDs. 
and they show great promisc for compactness and 
speed if made into integrated form. Circuits that 
exploit this NDR characteristic. though very promis- 
ing, cannot easily be designed in the absence of a suita- 
ble simulator. Fit-st of all, conventional SPICE 
simulators do not have the models for these types of- 
devices. Even if accurate device models are created. 
sirnulators will experience convergence problems when- 
ever the sharp corners of thc NDR characteristics arc 
encountered. This is a well known problem in RTD 
simulation [ I  I ]  which was solved in the past only by 
substituting the RTD model with an inaccurate one 
that does not have sharp corners in its characteristics. 
In 1994, Mazumder et d. [I21 reported the develop- 
ment of a SPICE version called NDR-SPICE which 
can accut-ately represent and simulate any observable 
RTD (RHET, RTBT, MPRTD, HBT. HEMT, RTT, 
or BSRTT) characteristics. Models can be inserted 
through an I-V characteristics table and convergence 
problems arc climinated through mcmorising KTD 
states and through intelligent fol-ce convergence sub- 
routines. All the simulation results in this paper are 
obtained through NDR-SPICE. 

..., I' - 11, is a functionf: RI7 = R which maps n-inputs 
of radix-r numbcrs into one output of radix-r number. 
The 1-input 4-valued logic gate described in this Sec- 
tion is a circuit that realises such a function in the volt- 
age domain. 

Here we have to dcfinc another function g(y) to 
describe each individual gate. A gate g(Y), where Y = 
{.yo, . v l ,  ..., .vi. , } ,  is a gate that maps i - y,. For exani- 
ple a 4-valued cycle gate can be described by g(1, 2, 
3, 0) (see Fig. 2). 

0- 

The models used for the KTDs and the HBTs 
(heteroj unction bipolar transistors) tire realistic level I 
SPICE models obtained from actual device 
measurements. Only npn HBTs arc used in this dcsign 
because piip HBTs, though available, are not as fast 
switching as their npn counterparts. For maximum 
circuit performances, resistors. instead of piip HBTs. 
are used a s  loads. Thin film resistors, made from 
nichrome, tantalum, or cerinct [ 131 with sheet 
resistanccs in the range of 10-2500s2/0 can be used to 
deposit the right resistances in an area comparable to 
that of a transistor. In some cascs, the resistors can 
also overlap the transistors to some extent, making this 
RTD-HBT-resistor based MVL design potentially very 
compact. 

3 

An r-valued, n-variable function J(X), where X = {xo, 
xI ,  .... x,,-, } with .Y taking on values from R = {0, 1, 2, 

One-input multiple valued logic gate 
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The structure of the proposed programmable 1-input 
4-valued logic gatc is shown in Fig. 3. The decoder is a 
circuit that will generate a high in one of its four out- 
puts (L-lines) based on the input's logic level. The 
quantiscr is a circuit that will convert a high on one of 
its inputs (Q-nodes) to a predefined voltage level. 
Togcthcr, the gate can be mask-programmed by con- 
necting each L-line to some Q-nodc. For example, to 
personalise a g(1, 0, 2, 3) gate, one can connect LO - el, LI - QO, L2 - (22, L3 - Q3 through a metal 
layer, and to personalise a g( 1, 3, 1, 2) gate, connecting 
LO - Ql,  L1 - Q3, L2 - Q l ,  L3 - Q2 will suffice 
(Fig. 3). 

3. I Decoder 
The decodei IS made up of four literal circuits each 
turning on at a different non-overlapping voltage 
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range. Literals can be inipleinented very efricicntly 
using RTDs. To understand how that can be done, we 
have to first understand the operation of an RTBT 
(resonant tunnelling bipolar transistor) invertcr. It is a 
vertical integrated structure of RTD and HBT, with 
thc emitter of the EIBT grown directly on top of an 
RTD. An RTBT conncctcd to an emitter and a collec- 
tor resistor according to Fig. 4 forms ai1 RTBT 
inverter. The transfer characteristics of an RTBT 
inverter arc shown in Fig. 5.  

t 5 V  
t5v -r 5 r - - r l - - - - - 7  

literals 
output 

0 1- 
0 1 2vc  3 4 5 

The transfer characteristics of an RTBT inverter can 
be better explained if' we consider the several regions of 
operation of the inverter separately. I n  region 1 ,  V,,, < 
V,,,, and the transistor is cut off, no current flows 
through R,. and so I f , , , ,  = Vcc. In region 2, VI,, > V,,,, 
and thc HBT is in saturation, VI),,, thus goes low like a 
normal inverter. In rcgion 3, the voltage across the 
RTD has exceeded I<, (the peak voltage of thc RTD), 
thc current across the RTD thus drops drastically 
because o f  the nega tivc diffcrential characteristics o f  
the RTD; this limits the current across R,. also and so 
I/,,,, jumps up. In rcgion 4, the RTD is in its second 
positivc differential r'zsistance region and increasing the 
voltagc across the RTD allows morc current to flo 
VI,,,, thus decreases again. In region 5 ,  the transistor 
basically in  saturation, a i d  V,,,, is pushcd up by t 
voltage at thc RTBT's emitter which incrcascs because 
of the emitter resistance. 

To make this RTBT invertcr into a lilxral circuit, we 
nccd to connect V,,, lo a normal inverter. R,. has to 
satisfy the following incyuality: 

11; c 

to allow V,,,, to drop hclow the turn-on voltage of thc 
next stage inverter before going into region 3 described 

n,. > 
M o f R T D )  

above. It is also important that R, be large enough to 
prevent a second literal froim being generated at V,. 
The output of thc literal circuit is shown in Fig. 6. 

11. I I I 
.L_z-zt_rt_zl 

Transistors connected to the output of the literal 
circuit i n  n n  emitter follower configuration not only 
improve thc Luircnt drive of the output, h u t  also act CIS 

a MAX circuit to allow multiplc L-lines to connect to a 
mglc  Q-node (e.g. LO and L2 in Fig. 8). 

A decode1 17 formed whcn the literdl circuits are 
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3.2 Quantker 
The qiiantiscr is a c u r ~ e n ~  mirror ~ i t h  muiripic input 
resistors oi' different v d u e ~ .  The !';CL ihat the ou~pu: oi' 

biased 211 any o ~ i c  h i e  sinnplifics thc design of thc 
quaiitiser. Stich a quantiser can iisuaily be dexiyizd 
through thc simiiiami- by fixing R,,,,, sild varying !he 
input resistance (ROLKIJ  ~ i ~ t i l  11 high in the ~ 0 r 1 - e -  
sponding @node gencraics the dcsircd voiiage ievci a: 
the output. I h e  process is rcpcutetl for 311 thc (I-node.; 
with different desired ou tp~r t  voirage levels in n i n c i .  

In most designs, logic levei 3 coi-rcspo11ds to V ' ( ( ~  'I'his 
is tlic default outpu! voitage O C  the qtimtiser if MO Q- 
nodes are high. 'The resistance corresponding to ( 2 3  can 
tlicrefore be omitted (infinite rcsistaiice or  open). In 
non-gate-array iniplcmentations, as will be explained in 
greater detail in Section 5.  a n y  literal circuit of the 
decoder connected to 03 can also be eliminated 
because of this open circuit. allowing the one-input 
M V L  gate to occupy evei: leas area. 

only Olle dccodcl- is high and  all !!IC otl1ei-5 arc rcvcrse 

A one-input MVL programmable gate has hecn 
brcadboarded with 2N2222 transistors and RTDs fah- 
ricatcd in the University of' 1Wichigan (UM 1 174). Fig. 7 
shows the input and three oatputs  of thc decoder. I t  
can be seen that these outputs are non-overiapping and 
shifted with respect to each other, just  a s  cicsigned. 
Outputs of gates programmed a s  g(O. 1. 2,  3 ) ,  g (2 ,  0. 1; 
3 )  and g(1, 2, 3, 0) together with their inputs are also 
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Fig.12 

4 Two-input multiple-valued logic gate 

A similar dcsign c m  bc used to iinplcment '-input 
M V L  gates. The fuructioiiality of a 2-input gate is best 
descrihcd by its / I V I ~  Kwrnaugh map. ,An r-valued 3- 
iiipiir Karnaugii map has I' rows and i' coiumns. and 
each cell entry ~ a i i  axsuine m y  one or the r possible 
logical in lucs.  Fig. 12 shows an e x m p i e  Karnaugh 
map i'or ii ?-input 4-v;iiued logic gutc. 

[ i > 2 U :,j 9 m U 

QO 

out 

=NOR gate -4 
The structure of the gate is given in Fig. 13. Here 

negaritc decoders and  NOR Sates are used because 
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they are easy to im:?lcment. A negative decoder is a 
circuit that has four outpcts which will go ‘low’ at n o r  
ovcrlapping but adjacent voltage ranges. ‘LOW’ is 
dclincd here by the iiiput of  the NOR gate that is 
connected to it. The complete circuit is shown in  
Fig. 14. 

negative decoder 1 

Fig. 

out 
U 

Fig. 16 

c 
3 

> 

Fig. 17 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 141516 

tJ5 
Sii~iuliitiiiii wsult:. jiir V,,,, uf U 2-iiil~iir 4-tducd logic guic’ 

NDR-SPICE simulation for the circuit realising the 
function specified by the Karnaugh map described in 
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Fig. I2 is shown in Figs. 15--17. The performance of 
this circuit, so far as speed and power dissipation are 
concerned, is presented in Table 1 ~ All simulations were 
pcrforincd at a supply voltage of 5V. 

Table 1: Performance of the 2-input 4-valued logic gate 

Number of Speed, Power, 
transistors MHz mW Circuit 

Original circuit 58 250 680 

Minimised circuit 37 340 529 

Reduced capacitance 37 2000 527 
HBT model 

5 Synthesis 

Gate array implementation of logic functions is done 
by interconnecting a fixed array of logic gates as 
required. Whilc this approach towards VHSIC (very 
high speed integrated circuit) manufacturing is very 
effective in dealing with the challenge of design coni- 
plcxity. it may incur unacceptable compromises so far 
a s  circuit performance is concerned [ 141. 

To obtain the best possible perlhrinance from an IC, 
custom design should be performed. The advantages of 
custom design over gatc arra:ys are mailifold. In custom 
logic, we do not have to reserve channels for the inter- 
connections. hence cii-cuit blocks can be packed closer 
together. This leads to reduced area as well as reduced 
stray capacitances. A more important advantage is the 
customisation of individual1 logic gates. This may 
include choosing optimal transistor sizes. standing cur- 
rents, number of emitters and collectors and omission 
of redundant circuit parts [I 41. 

the standard cell or with 
simple cornbinations of 1 
the standard cells 

columns the same 

remove all circuitry 
associated with 
output = r-1 

In custom chip design, combinational logic blocks 
can be generated by means of a well developed 
synthesis algorithm. In  the past, synthesis of MVL has 
not bccn vcry successful. Unlike switching functions, an 
MVL function can often be realised by different 
combinations of product terms and summing 
operators. For example, Vranesic et al. [15] used niin, 
max, and literal operators, and McCluskey [16] used 
min, tsum, and literal operators. Limiting the type of 
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operator is not beneficial in searching for the optimal 
(in terms of transistor count) impleimentation of a 
function. On the contrary, it limits the choices and 
flexibility that can be applied. This constraint is 
unfortunately required by most MVL synthesis 
algorithms. A much bctter way to synthesise would be 
to use tlie scheme of Fig. 18 which uses an existing 
wcll-developed biliary simplification algorithm. 

This MVL gate design methodology allows transistor 
count reduction under many situations. Some of these 
cases are discusscd below. 
(1)  Some trivial fimctions, for exaniplc, g(0 ,  0, 0, 0) in 
the one-input MVL gate case, can obviously bc 
replaced by ground or some voltage source that sup- 
plies a constant voltage that corresponds to the logic 
level 0. Some other functions, of the type y(0, 3, 0, 0) 
can be realised by a single literal circuit, which can be 
implemented very simply with the circuit shown in Fig. 
4. Functions of the form g(0. 3, 0, 3) can bc imple- 
mented by two literals whose inputs are separated by 
an appropriate number of diodes. Thesc and many 
other special case circuits can be predesigned and their 
functions stored in a table for the synthesis tool to look 
up. Other functions, that cannot be realised so easily. 
can then pass through the synthesis procedure. 
(2) If two adjacent rows or columns of a 2-input 4- 
valued logic Karnaugh map are identical, then the 
hardware required for one of the rows or columns can 
be completely eliminated. This is because literals can be 
made (by reducing R,, in Fig. 4) to correspond to more 
than one input. A single ‘wide’ literal can thus replace 
two ‘narrower’ adjacent literals in the decoder and save 
all associated circuitry. (‘wide’ and ‘narrow’ refer to the 
width of the literal characteristics, see Fig. 6). 
(3) After combining literals, circuits associated with 
output = I” - 1 should be removed. In an r-valucd logic 
system, logic value P - 1 can be represented by V,.,. 
which is the default output of the quantiser as nien- 
tioned in Section 3.2. This is done to thc circuits in  
[8, 141, where optional hardware is shown iii bolder 
lines. 

Thc last step of the synthesis process is only applica- 
ble to two 01- more input MVL gates. Each different 
output (0, I ,  ___, I‘ ~ 2 in an r-valued logic gate) is indc- 
pendently synthcsised using NAND-NOR gates as 
functional building blocks. The inputs are the binary 
literal outputs of the decoder and the output or this 
layer are the Q-nodes of the quantiser. This typc of 
synthesis is well established and can be done relatively 
fast in case thousands of synthesis have to be done 
together for a VLSI system. 

6 Conclusions 

The design of a I-input and a 2-input 4-valued logic 
gatc has been described in this paper. The deaigii prin- 
ciple of these gates can be applied in general to other IZ- 

input r-valued logic gates as well. The use of rcsonant 
tunnelling diodes in the circuit allows literals to be 
implemented very efficiently. These literals are in turn 
used to build decoders and then niaslc-programmable 
MVL gates. 

The MVL gate descrihcd in this papcr can either be 
used in gate-arrays to provide a compact and flexible 
way of implementing combinational logic, or as a basic 
structure for logic synthesis. Adopting this design in 
gate-arrays is especially promising not only because the 
gate’s multiple-valued input and output signals can 
reduce tlie number of interconnections needed for intcr- 
gate routing. but also because tlie functionality of each 
gate can be changed cven upon the final metal mask 
layers. 

So fdr as synthesis is concerned. this design has the 
bencfit of being able to utilise binary siniplificatioii 
methods that are readily available and optiniised for 
different technologies. What this paper suggests is an 
algorithm to prcsimplify the MVL gate dcsign even 
before binary simplification inethod is applied. 
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